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The EAGLE-ACCESS SYSTEM just landed on the platform at 22 meter. The balanced arms allow accurate electric driven, max 70 Kw

The next generation
offshore access system
The rapid market expansion, in offshore generated wind
power, requires a new approach towards offshore access for
maintenance of wind generators. Two experts in access
systems, Willem Prins and Marco Klitsie, developed a totally
new and patented access method for which solid investors
and building partners have already been found. The EAGLEACCESS SYSTEM will be ready for trials in early 2019 and so
PES wanted to know more…
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Background

A short history

Looking back on 15 years of experience in
consultancy and the design and
development of access systems for
offshore platforms for several clients in the
market, we conclude the present
technology is far from mature. There are
still more technical steps to be made,
especially in the offshore wind market.

By the end of the 20th century the offshore
oil and gas industry felt the need for
cheaper access for personnel to platforms,
replacing the expensive use of helicopters,
which was also driven by the trend towards
smaller and unmanned platforms.

PES Wind

In 2003 the first proposals for access from

PSV’s to platforms came to light and two
competing access systems were
introduced to the market: OAS by Offshore
Solutions and Ampelmann. Both systems
accommodated the access for personnel
from DPII supply vessels to oil and gas
platforms, mainly in the North Sea area, a
limited market at the time.
In the same period and also in the North
Sea, investments in offshore wind parks
started, driven by the upcoming alternatives
for oil and gas as primary energy sources:
wind power. The building of wind generator
parks requires the same type of access to
the foundation piles for personnel as the oil
and gas platforms. So the access systems
originally developed for the oil and gas
market, could service the building of wind
parks just as well. And they did.
Wind energy has been booming ever since
and many players have entered the market
with modernised variants of the early access
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The EAGLE-ACCESS SYSTEM: ‘As easy as taking the bus’

systems. These bring people from vessels to
platforms and vice versa, in batches of small
groups and/or on a 24/7 basis.

cargo, supplies and/or people to platforms
and being able to switch quickly between
these modes.

It is remarkable to see that the present
access systems and operators technically all
follow in each other’s footsteps, by offering
the nowadays well known bridge type
access for people. The Walk To Work
system. They look alike and work similarly.
Apart from the extra towers and lifts to fulfil
the requirement for more safety, comfort and
higher access: only adding to their weight,
power consumption and complexity.

An upcoming separation in the access
market:

4. H
 igher operability conditions: only limited
by the vessels DP seakeeping abilities.

- Systems serving the building of wind
generators, with 24/7 access and frequent
traffic in a short period between pile and
vessel

5. Dramatically less complex: to facilitate
operation and optimal reliability/safety.

But over the last 15 years the market
requirements have changed. In its early
days the market for access systems was
technology driven. Operators had to use
whatever the suppliers were offering. Even
now the operators in the market basically
do not offer much more than safe transfer
for people only. Cargo is problematic and
present access systems are still heavy,
complex and large. They operate at
relatively high cost in limited conditions.
New demands
If a totally new access system were to be
developed based on the markets present
and future demands, it has to be
recognised that in the wind power industry
the following trends will be decisive:
The requirement to be able to transfer

- A maintenance market for wind parks
where at least 30 to 40 ‘touch and go’
visits per day over years can be made to
deliver/remove people and cargo to/from
wind generators
Recognising that the present access
systems are in essence based on the
requirements of the oil and gas industry of
the previous millennium and therefore now
unfit for the upcoming wind generator
maintenance market, EAGLE-ACCESS
started a new development. Bearing in
mind our 15 years of design experience in
access, we drew up a requirement list for
this new development in this field:
1. Cargo, people and supplies: quick
switching between these modes.
2. L
 imited number of people per transfer: 2
to 4 and plus mass transfer (ca 1 ton).
3. Low installation and operation cost: to
accommodate fixed vessel installation

and operation by the vessel’s own crew
to avoid the need for extra specialists
on board.

6. L
 arge reach in distance and height: for
flexibility in vessel orientation on DP.
7. Dramatically lighter, smaller and
better drive power: to allow operation
from smaller vessels and to minimise
deck space.
8. Shorter transfer time per visit: to make as
many visits per day as possible.
9. Improve transfer comfort for people:
avoiding exposed waiting, long walks over
moving floors and the vessels cargo deck.
10. Transfer to unprepared platforms: no
need for costly additions to the platforms
like hand opened gates, doors and
specific connection/landing devices.
EAGLE-ACCESS
Both founders of EAGLE-ACCESS BV,
Willem Prins and Marco Klitsie have a long
track record in the offshore access industry
and in a wide variety of other areas of
technology; from design and consultancy to
project management.

www.peswind.com
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Easy Switch between People and 1t Cargo with the same reach and operational conditions.

EAGLE-ACCESS BV
Burgemeester Nawijnlaan 12
2042 PM, Zandvoort, The Netherlands
Email w.prins@eagle-access.nl,
m.klitsie@eagle-access.nl
www.eagle-access.nl
Linkedin: eagle-access-bv

With its unique set of USP’s the
EAGLE-ACCESS (EA) outperforms all
existing bridge type access systems
on the market:
• Lowest cost for Capex and Opex.
• Almost all weather availability since
the vessels seakeeping abilities on
DP are the limitation.
• Uncomplicated design and drive
system allowing fast installation, low
weight (17 tons) on deck occupying
only 6 m2 deck space and
consuming max. 70 kW electric
power provided by the vessel.
The EAGLE-ACCESS SYSTEM Operational window is huge, from -2 meter below the water up to 25 meter
and around the PSV

Two and a half years ago the project was
initiated to develop a dedicated future proof
access system for wind generators, based
on a thorough study of the present and
future market demands.
Especially aimed at access for the
maintenance of wind generator parks, which
is an upcoming market where the currently
available access systems, when compared
to EAGLE-ACCESS, will struggle to compete
in economics, availability and usability.
The final design is now ready for production
and complies with the latest NoBo’s rules.
It’s great that the investors have been
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found. The production of the EAGLEACCESS SYSTEM will be done by strategic
partners, who have a proven track record in
production for the offshore industry.
By using ‘proven technology only’ plus the
simplicity of the patented design, the
highest reliability is assured. The worldwide
24/7 servicing will be guaranteed by
EAGLE-ACCESS and through its reliable
strategic partners.
The first EAGLE-ACCESS SYSTEM will
become available in early 2019, after
thorough on land testing, sea trials and
subsequent demonstrations.

• No need for expensive, noisy and
large hydraulic power units on deck.
Comfortable deck to platform
transfer of people in a closed cabin
or of cargo (1 ton) within one minute.
• The EAGLE-ACCESS SYSTEM has
only three major moving parts and
uses proven and safe technology only.
• Allowing the vessels crane driver to
operate the EAGLE-ACCESS
SYSTEM without the need for extra
specialists on board.
• Landing directly over the platforms
handrails there is no need for costly
access gates on platforms any more.
• Any platform will do.

